
An oven like no other.
A MONSUN is packed with unique features that give it a special 

character all of its own. Thanks to its unique baking system the 

MONSUN S5 rack oven is ideal for passionate craft bakers who 

know exactly what baking is all about.

The most powerful
Large quantities – batch after batch

Special offer price:

€ 26,990*

Only from 01.01 till 31.12.2020 
in selected countries

Rack oven 

MONSUN S5 

Yesterday, today and 

tomorrow: the oven for 

artisan baking

Axel Schmitt
German Master Baker from Franken- 

winheim – trusting for DEBAG´s MONSUN 

baking system for four generations.

 



The tropical monsoon wind is a large-scale circulation of 
air that regularly changes direction, thereby influencing 
the climate. DEBAG took this clever principle as a model when 
developing the MONSUN baking system – and adapted it to 
an oven interior. Convection transfers the heat directly to the 
pieces of dough. The hot air in the baking chamber moves very 
slowly and is subject to a regular change of direction. This re-
sults in a wonderfully constant source of heat from above and 

Learned from nature
MONSUN baking system – for the best bread

below, which favours rapid crust formation and a very even, 
monsoon-typical, all-round browning of the baked goods. In 
this way, the crumb on the inside remains moist and the full- 
bodied aroma is preserved for a long time. Baked goods from 
MONSUN ovens thus remain fresh for much longer. Another 
advantage: the alternating air movement does not generate 
any radiation shadow. This means that a far greater amount 
of material can be placed on the baking tray.

Naturally efficient baking
Advantages of the MONSUN S5 rack oven:
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 up to 30% more usage of baking surface**
 up to 50% less energy consumption**
 minimal footprint thanks to its compact construction
 maximum baking surface area
 direct, intensive heat transfer 

 prevents the baked goods from drying out
 robust and reliable – ideal for the demands 

 of continuous operation

Special offer price:

€ 26,990*

Only from 01.01 till 31.12.2020 
in selected countries

*The price includes the MONSUN rack oven 
S5 oil or gas with program control and hood. 
Water filters, transportation, installation 
and commissioning (calculation according to 
effort), disassembly and disposal of the old 
oven (possible by arrangement, calculation 
according to effort) are not included in the 
offer price.

** than comparable models of oven

Technical changes and errors are expressly reserved. All prices are suggested retail prices and are to be understood in Euro plus VAT. 

All offers are non-binding and only valid for the specified promotion period. Our general terms and conditions apply, available at www.debag.com


